Dyslexics' eye fixations may accommodate to hemispheric desynchronization.
We argue that the vertical division of the fovea and the hemispheric division of the brain condition reading, and that hemispheric desynchronization is a proximal cause of dyslexia. We predict that dyslexics' fixation behaviour in reading accommodates to problematic hemispheric transfer/coordination, with fixations projecting more letter-information directly to the left hemisphere to facilitate processing. We analysed eye movements of 24 dyslexics and 24 normal readers. Dyslexics fixated closer to word beginning than did normal readers, projecting more of the word directly to the left hemisphere. Both groups produced comparable fixation durations at the beginning of the word; further into the word the dyslexics produced longer fixation durations. The results support a model of dyslexia based on hemispheric desynchronization.